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Visiun Hosts Test Utilization Master Class at 20th Annual Executive War College 
 

Can Real-Time Dashboards Improve Lab Test Utilization?  A National and Regional Look at 
Fresh Data  

 
 
Ann Arbor, Michigan – April 23, 2015 – Visiun, Inc., the leader in performance analytics for 
the laboratory, is pleased to host a presentation at the 20th Annual Executive War College 
Conference in New Orleans on Tuesday, May 5, from 7:00 AM – 7:50 AM.  The session, titled 
‘Can Real-Time Dashboards Improve Lab Test Utilization?  A National and Regional Look at 
Fresh Data’, will include an analysis of industry data, highlighting the scale of opportunities for 
laboratories to reduce unnecessary, non-reimbursed testing. 
 
The discussion will uncover the power of data from the laboratory and what changes are driving 
the review of test utilization practices.  The presentation will provide an in-depth look into the 
variety of approaches health systems have to control utilization and how analytics are driving 
improved utilization practices in the laboratory.  
 
Speakers Thomas Joseph, President and CEO of Visiun, along with Denis Burke, Chief 
Technology Officer of Visiun, will host the presentation and offer real solutions for laboratories to 
reduce unnecessary, non-reimbursed testing and improve the health system’s bottom line. 
 
If you are not attending Executive War College but would like additional information on this 
presentation or on Visiun’s comprehensive suite of performance analytics tools, please contact 
Tim Bickley, tim.bickley@visiun.com or 786-351-4805. 
 
 
About Visiun, Inc. 
 
Visiun, Inc. is the leading provider of performance analytics to the laboratory industry.  
Headquartered in Ann Arbor, Michigan, Visiun has been providing services to the laboratory 
industry since 2007, with installations throughout the United States. Performance Insight™ 
provides laboratory managers with a comprehensive suite of analytics that deliver immediate 
improvements in performance, efficiency, and quality.  
 
For further information, please visit www.visiun.com.  
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The 20th Annual Executive War College will be held May 5-6, 2015 at the Sheraton Hotel in New 
Orleans.   
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